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A Nature's Wonder-Box of
Queries ‘n’ Questions!–that's
how MS perceives a child as

he/she is received in, and then
on, these hollowed portals are
his/her home, where, amidst

shady lush greens, he/she starts
growing, raring and flowering.
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Heat and humidity played hide and seek

Weather
                             Temperature

                 Minimum             Maximum
April

May

June 

19.8°C

27.9°C

27.0°C
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41.2°C

38.9°C

The  MS 
IS NOT JUST A SCHOOL
IT'S A WAY OF LIFE.
A SPIRIT THAT ANIMATES DAILY
YOUR LIFE IN MS CAMPUS,
THE SPIRIT OF LEARNING
THE SPIRIT OF TEAM WORK
THE SPIRIT OF SERVICE

English Poetic Recitation (Apr 29)

Hindi Poem Recitation (May 12)

English Elocution (Apr 21)

Dignity of labour highlighted

Primary Wing of MS organized an Inter House Competition of English poems from 
classes III to V. Participating kids exhibited their reciting skills with verve and 
expressed, to their best, relevant expressions to make it difficult for the judges to 
decide winners. However, Lavanya (5th B) won the 1st position, Shubhika Yadav 
(4thA) stood 2nd and Prachi Yadav (5thA) picked up the 3rd slot.

Housewise credits: Dayanand - I, Buddha -II.

An Inter House contest in Hindi poem recitation was held in the primary classes 
which presented a cross-section of subjects on which kids can express 
themselves poetically. 

The confidence and excitement with which the participants regaled the audience 
was a thing to watch. The competition saw Mehak of Class 5-A bag the top position 
whereas Vaishnavi Verma of 4 A secured the 2nd slot. Rudra of 5 B obtained the 3rd 
place.

Houswise credits: Vyas - 1st , Buddha - II.

Students of classes III to V participated in an Intra Class Contest in English 
Elocution. Confidence in public speaking in English language was writ large on the 
faces of the kids who did not mince words. Individual honours were won as follows:

In Class III, Rishabh Bhardwaj picked up the 1st place and Ashvini obtained the 
2nd. In class IV Nishhey Kr Rana stood atop followed by Devansh Thakran. In class 
V, Rudransh out-played rivals to stand first, leaving Prachi Yadav to pick up the 2nd 
place.

The concept of May Day Celebration was brought home to Mapsians on the 
International Labour Day celebrated  by the school on the 1st  of May. A street play-
cum-skit was performed by the students and Nandini Tushir (Class XII) highlighted 
the importance of dignity of labour in a historical perspective and suggested the 
ways and means in which students can contribute to accord dignity to labour. 

The Principal, staff and students of the school felicitated the workers of the school 
in the morning assembly and appreciated  efforts put in by them in the growth of the 
school.

Inter House Activities 
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Inter House Hindi Declamation (2 May)

Laurels from Delhi Horse Show

Nine were the topics on which nine speakers were to 
express themselves in the Hindi

declamation. A team of three contestants represented 
each House, viz, Buddha, Vyas

and Dayanand. Oratorical skills and rhetorical 
expressions of performers were impressive, but those

who outshone others were: Goonj (VIII B) from Vyas 
House and Lavanya Gupta (VIII B) of Buddha House . 
Goonj was

adjudged the Best Speaker and Lavanya was declared 
runner-up.

Housewise credits: Vyas - I, Dayanand- II.

The 32nd Delhi Horse Show, organized by the Army Polo 
and Riding Club at Delhi Cantt., came as a challenging 
opportunity for the school equestrian team which romped 
home with glittering gold, silver and bronze achievements 

Competing in different categories, Mrinank Parashar and 
Surya Lamba bagged one gold medal each, whereas 
Mihir Kedia collected one, gold, one silver and one bronze 
medals. Other silver medalists were Harshit Parashar and 
Parth Gupta whereas Jai Ahlawat and Rishi Dhawan had 
to satisfy themselves with one bronze each.

Mrs. Kamini Haldhar and Mr. Vishwajeet (English Deptt.) 
attended Workshop on Speech and Drama (May 6/7, 
2017) organized by Sri Aurbindo Society, Delhi. Areas 
covered included training in speech muscles, expressive 
mime, breathing and resonance, emphasis, 
improvisation and characterization through role play.

Mrs. Sangeeta and Mr. Rajesh Kumar  attended 
International Convention on Innovation in classroom 
teaching held at Khaitan School, Sahibabad. Participants 
gave 6-minute presentations each on innovative skills in 
teaching. Mrs. Sangeeta's exercise in the subject of 
accountancy won her the 'Best Teacher Prize'.

Workshops and Updation of Faculty

Shesh Narain Tewari - School 

Captain 

Tall, wiry and smart, Shesh carries a 

purposeful air about him as he 

speaks, listens and behaves. Not 

given much to words, he aims at 

becoming a prominent DJ in the 

world. Outward going and interested 

in a range of interests, Shesh attended EH MUN - 2017, 

delivered speech on the state of the nation on the 

Republic Day, has participated in the All India IPSC 

Cricket Tournament (2014), Football Tournament (2016, 

2017) and won bronze medal in Triple Jump.

He represented the school in the All India IPSC Band 

Competition 2016 and was adjudged as the Best Bass 

Drummer at the Inter House level. Shesh loves to pen 

stories besides reading biographies of leaders.
Agenda as leader: He will help fellow students to discover 

their passions and aims in life so that they discipline their 

life accordingly from right now.

Deliaka Ghanghes - School Captain 

(Girls) 

Looking every inch a slim sports girl, 

and sporting the-girl-next door-

looks, Deliaka surprises  you when 

you ask about her aim in life-she 

would  either be a fashion designer 

or a psychologist one day. 

Deliaka is school badminton champion, has won gold in 

high jump and silver in hurdles and has been a consistent 

and useful player of volleyball, horse riding and 

badminton at the Inter House level. She counts among 

her cultural interests dance, reading novels and listening 

to music. She has performed creditably as school band 

major.

For her role as captain, Deliaka will help school mates to 

learn the art of quick adjustment to new situations in 

hostel life besides motivating them to participate more 

and more in sports and games.

PROFILES
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Masum Kumari - School Vice 

Captain 

Joining the school in class V , the 

pleasant, quiet and patient looking 

petite young lady can be easily 

spotted in a crowd. A commerce 

sudent, Masum seems to justify her 

name in behavior and is a good listener with a certain 

twinkle in her eye.

One who wants to grow into a really successful person in 

the field of her choice, Masum loves public speaking, 

comperes stage shows, delivers speeches and has 

participated in all kinds of group activities. A fine singer, 

Masum won silver medal in Anuvrat Singing Competition, 

bagged 1st position in the Inter Houe Young Mozart 

Concert and is a regular member of Mapsomuse, (school 

orchestra). She loves to play basketball.

As vice captain, Masum will make an all out bid to 

motivate school mates to stay positive in all challenging 

situations be it studies or sports. She will focus on 

exhorting mates to habitually converse in English.

Shivam Sagar  - School Vice 

Captain 

I want to become a successful 

person in life and wish to dare the 

challenges of life - - that's what 

Shivam aims at in life and career.

A simple, sat isf ied but not 

complacent, work-minded boy who is sincere and active 

all round, Shivam is an achiever of 3rd position in the 

International English Olympiad, organized by  the 

prestigious Science Olympiad Foundation.

As a sports person, Shivam was selected to represent the 

IPSC team in basketball in the National Games (SGFI). He 

was individual champion in table tennis and was the 'best 

sports person' of the school. A member of NCC, he held 

the rank of sergeant in the Air Wing. A member of 

Mapsband (school band), Shivam participated in the 

IPSC Band Competition. He loves music and plays chess.

As vice captain, Shivam has decided to motivate school 

fellows to be adventurous and to participate in all kinds of 

competitive activities.

We wish Godspeed to the incoming school captains in 

pursuit of their well-intentioned plans and programmes.

A Joyous Musical Debut

MS in Germany

The maiden batch of 69 students of the school 

appeared in the Prarambhik I and II Examinations of 

Music conducted by the prestigious music institution, 

Prachin Kala Kendra, Chandigarh. 

It is heartening to record that the debutant batch has 

brought home quite encouraging results in that 

everyone scored first division marks. Out of a total of 69, 

29 examinees were awarded distinctions (75% and 

above).
MS is an affiliate of Prachin Kala Kendra, Chandigarh, 

since  February 2016. It also is also an authorized Centre 

of Examination of the Kendra for both vocal and 

instrumental music examinations conducted every year. 

A batch of 9 students led by mentor, Mr. J Sati, visited the 

Stadtisches Gymnasium, a frontline school of 

Gutersloh, Germany under the Student Exchange 

Programme from 19th June to 3rd July 2017.

The young learners had a wonderful time living in the 

homes of host students, interacting with their families 
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and widening their social and cultural horizons in the 

German way of life outside the school and academics. 

The exchange program provided curious youngsters 

various opportunities to add to their educational 

awareness through guided field trips and visits 

organized by the host school. The visit to the capital city 

of Berlin was an unforgettable experience for the batch, 

bringing back its rich historical associations to their 

minds.

MS is now looking forward to host the reciprocal visit of 

German students in January 2018 which will conclude 

the Exchange Program successfully.

The school organized a trip to Europe, covering 

Germany, Italy and Switzerland for students on May 17-

25, 2017. A group of 16 students along with two 

teachers, Madhukar Priya and Mrs. Shalini Priya, went to 

A window on Europe 

explore various places in the countries mentioned 

above. 

It was a well organized tour. Students enjoyed the visits a 

lot, specially the UN Office at Geneva, chocolate factory 

and Mt. Titulus at Zurich. They also enjoyed a guided 

visit to the MBW museum at Munich.

MS proudly displays a Vijayanta Tank as a trophy on the  

campus. "Vijayanta", meaning victorious, was the first 

indigenously produced tank based on the Vickers Mark - 

I (British Tank). Its power pack and transmission was 

revolutionary in design and it had a very accurate and 

reliable 105 MM main gun. In the Indian armoured corps 

circles, it was considered as 'first amongst equals' and 

Vijayanta Tank at MS
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was introduced into service in 1965. It was phased out in 

2008. The tank proved its mettle during the 1972 Indo-

Pak war on both the western and eastern theatres of 

operation.

The credit for adding beauty and pride to the School 

goes to Lt. Col. Prahlad Oinam who is a proud alumnus 

of the MS, having passed out of it in the year 1995.

In today's competitive world, knowing one foreign 

language in addition to one's own is not enough. 

Learning another foreign language enriches the mind 

and opens up new frontiers on personal and 

professional levels. French is very popular among MS 

children. To inculcate love for this sweetest language of 

the world, the Department of French, MS celebrated 

French National Day on 14th July 2017.

Major attractions of the program were: scintillating 

Fancy Dress Show presented by students of class - VI 

showcasing famous French luminaries, their inventions 

Celebrating French National Day 
14th July 2017

and other contributions  to the French society. Group 

songs were presented by the students of classes 7 and 

8 and solos sung by those from classes 9 and 10 which 

contributed  to the lively ambience of the programme. 

Finally, a speech was made by two students in French as 

well as in English languages. 

The Principal, Cdr. VK Banga, who presided over,  

applauded the efforts of young Francophiles and 

complimented them for displaying well their talent in 

learning French language.

Hindi Elocution Competition was held in the Primary 

Wing on 8th May 2017. Fourteen students participated 

from each section of classes 3rd to 5th. All the 

participants spoke on given topics with confidence.
Classwise individual credits were won by 

Hindi Elocution 

rdClass 3 I - Ishika, II - Nikita Vats
thClass 4 I - Hansi, II - Disha Jaiswal
thClass 5 I - Aanya Mann, II - Yanshi
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